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PORTUGAL HELP, CHINA STABILISATION 
Berenberg Macro Update 
PORTUGAL: A LITTLE HELP FROM A FRIEND 
Portugal’s relatively small 10-year bond auction today is likely to be another milestone on the way to a clean bail-out exit on 
17 May. 10-year sovereign bond yields have dropped below pre-crisis levels to 3.7%, only 40bp above their euro era lows of 
2005. After Fitch raised the outlook on its BB+ credit rating from negative to positive, Portugal could soon regain its first 
investment grade rating with one of the major agencies. 
 
While Portugal has restored market access at reasonable rates, the junk credit rating was a technical challenge for a clean 
bail-out exit. In July 2011, the ECB waived the minimum credit rating threshold of investment grade for Portuguese gov-
ernment bonds for as long as the country remained in a bail-out programme. This waiver would have expired with any clean 
bail-out exit, potentially making Portuguese government bonds ineligible as ECB collateral and possibly also for future asset 
purchases by the ECB. Reflecting the improved market standing and effectively anticipating moves by the credit rating 
agencies, the ECB now seems to have decided to clear the way. According to a report in Die Welt, the ECB will now also 
accept government bonds rated BBB low from small rating agency DBRS, down from BBB for this agency previously. As 
Portugal is rated BBB low by DBRS, its bonds should thus remain eligible even after a clean bail-out exit. 
 
The move highlights that the Eurozone and the ECB continue to find pragmatic solutions for any small technical problem 
in the bail-out programmes if necessary. Similarly, in 2012, the ECB bought time for the Greek bail-out by effectively post-
poning the redemption of Greek government bonds it held by 3 months. However, such pragmatic help from the ECB has 
to stay limited, as it could otherwise stir wider concern about the ECB’s risk control and independence, especially in Ger-
many. 
 
CHINESE GROWTH STABILISING 
Chinese growth now seems to be stabilising in the 7-7.5% yoy range. The HSBC manufacturing PMI rose a touch to 48.3, 
in-line with consensus and breaking the run of 5 consecutive declines. Technically that is below the 50 reading marking 
expansion from contraction, but that is misleading as industrial production growth accelerated to 9.0% yoy in March. That is 
well down on pre-crisis growth, but in-line with rates seen over the past couple of years. The HSBC PMI has averaged 49.6 
since the start of 2012 and GDP has grown by around 7.5% yoy, so this latest reading is in-line with our forecast of a con-
tinued gradual slowdown in Chinese growth to more sustainable rates.  
 
The authorities are allowing growth to slow in order to cut their reliance on credit and investment to fuel growth. But they 
continue to have all policy levers available to combat any dangerous growth slowdown, so we do not expect a hard landing 
in China. Inflation and government debt are low and foreign exchange reserves are enormous, giving the authorities plenty 
of room for manoeuvre if growth slows too far. 
 
 


